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FRAGRANCE STORY
ARTISANAL, BEAUTIFULLY DESIGNED FRAGRANCE IS ESSENTIAL TO SCENTSY’S STORY — IT’S OUR GIFT 

TO THE WORLD. FRAGRANCE MAKES US REMEMBER. IT HELPS US FEEL. IT EXPRESSES THE EARTH’S RICHEST 
GIFTS: FIELD-GROWN LAVENDER, CRUSHED CLOVE, SWEET MINT, SHAVED CEDAR. IT’S TIMELESS AND YET 

ALWAYS NEW. 

Autumn/Winter 2015

I cannot imagine my life without fragrance. Bergamot, vanilla, clove, coconut 
— each note reminds me of special moments that help make me who I am. 
Every Scentsy fragrance is lovingly and carefully designed, crafted to connect 
you to your memories and help you create new ones.

For more than 10 years we’ve captured and cast your scent memories in 
wax, to be warmed and cherished with the people you love. Now, we reimagine 
fragrance with the introduction of our exclusive line of natural and essential 
oils, designed to be experienced in our new Scentsy Diffuser. Crafted 
from the most fragrant plants from around the world, we have created 
beautiful scents with the finest ingredients: lavender harvested from the hills of 
Provence, mint from my native Washington state, botanicals distilled from 
hand-picked crops.

We are thrilled to introduce a new product to enchant your senses and 
enhance your laundry experience. Our ultra-concentrated Laundry Liquid 
combines powerful cleaning agents with the perfect amount of fragrance — 
combine with our Washer Whiffs to surround your clothes and linens with 
pure Scentsy.

This season, we invite you to reimagine Scentsy fragrance and the new ways you 
might encounter it. Whether warmed, diffused or added to enhance your laundry, 
it is my sincerest hope that our new fragrances will speak to your soul, as they 
have mine.
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SCENT REIMAGINED
EVOCATIVE SCENTSY FRAGRANCES ARE MEANT TO GO WHEREVER LIFE TAKES YOU. DISCOVER NEW 

WAYS TO ENJOY THE SCENTS YOU LOVE WITH INVENTIVE NEW PRODUCTS, OUR CHERISHED SCENTSY 

WAX AND ON-THE-GO FRAGRANCE PRODUCTS. 

NEW NATURAL & ESSENTIAL OILS
Whether you select simple, single-note 
Essential Oils or more complex 100% Natural 
Oils or Essential Oil Blends, Scentsy Oils  
infuse your space with artisanal, natural 
fragrance. Designed for use in a Scentsy 
Diffuser. Available in 21 fragrances.  
See pages 6-7 for pricing.

NEW SCENTSY CAR BAR
For quick jaunts and long 
journeys, our Scentsy Car Bar 
delivers fragrance that lasts 
up to 30 days. Comes with a 
ribbon — embellished with the 
fragrance name — for hanging. 
Available in 10 fragrances. 
£6.50/€8

SCENTSY BAR
Our classic wickless candle is a 
remarkable medley of wax and 
fragrance. Break it apart, add a 
cube or two to your Scentsy 
Warmer and infuse your home 
with scent. Available in more 
than 80 fragrances. £5.50/€6.75

SCENT PAK
Fragrance lingers in drawers, 
closets, suitcases or a beloved 
Scentsy Buddy. Available in 20 
fragrances. £7.75/€9.25
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100% NATURAL OILS
ARTISANAL HOME FRAGRANCES CREATED FROM BLENDS OF NATURALLY DERIVED INGREDIENTS AND 

STEAM-DISTILLED ESSENTIAL OILS, GLOBALLY SOURCED FROM THE MOST FRAGRANT PLANTS AND 
SPICES. 15 ML EACH

ESSENTIAL OILS
HARVESTED FROM THE MOST FRAGRANT BOTANICALS IN THE WORLD, OUR PURE ESSENTIAL OILS 

DELIVER A SINGULAR FRAGRANCE. COMBINE WITH OTHER SCENTSY OILS TO CREATE A PERSONALISED 
SENSORY EXPERIENCE. 15 ML EACH

Turn to page 4 of the Reimagine Scentsy section to discover our new Scentsy Diffuser.  
Scentsy Oils are exclusively designed for use in a Scentsy Diffuser.

CHAMOMILE MINT
At once calm and invigorating, this pristine 

blend of chamomile, spearmint and peppermint 
will restore a serene sense of purpose.  

£11/€13.25

LAVENDER
Classic lavandula angustifolia is famous for 
its exquisite perfume. The essence of calm 
and relaxation, it is equally floral, sweet and 

herbaceous. £24/€29

GRAPEFRUIT ORANGE VETIVER
A refreshing mélange of enlivened grapefruit 

and brisk orange, with mood-enhancing vetiver 
for earthy balance. £11/€13.25

LEMONGRASS CUCUMBER LIME
Drift easy beneath a refreshing  
veil of brisk lemongrass, cool  

cucumber and zesty lime. £11/€13.25

CALM
Unwind with comforting ginger  

and bright lemongrass. Notes of vetiver and 
petitgrain add balance and serenity. £22/€27

TANGERINE LEMON
Purely bright and blissful, with elevating 

lemon, sweet tangerine and hints of crushed fir 
needles. £11/€13.25

REST
Drift into a relaxing state with  

calming lavender and sweet orange blossom 
while stress-relieving mandarin and elemi help 
calm your mind and soften your environment. 

£26/€32

EUCALYPTUS LAVENDER MINT
Soak in a fragrant whirlpool of relaxing lavender 
flower, uplifting mint, energising eucalyptus and 

encouraging nutmeg. £11/€13.25

PEPPERMINT
Uplifting, cooling peppermint infuses a room 

with clarifying freshness. Our mentha piperita is 
loved for its aromatic qualities. £17.75/€21.25

LAVENDER TONKA BEAN
Three of nature’s most sought after natural 
fragrance notes – lavender, tonka bean and 
vanilla – attuned beautifully in an ethereal, 

sweet and tranquil blend. £11/€13.25

ROSE CHAMOMILE LAVENDER
Escape to a romantic garden path with billowing 
chamomile, spikes of lavender and lush, feminine 
rose notes long trusted for their soothing effects. 

£11/€13.25

CLEAR
Sharpen your senses with cleansing eucalyptus 
and cooling peppermint as balmy lavender and 

refreshing fir needle bring clarity and  
breezy freshness. £17.75/€21.25

VANILLA NUTMEG CARDAMOM
Satisfy your craving for warmth and comfort 
with this blend of sweet vanilla spiced with 
enlivening nutmeg and cardamom. £11/€13.25

THINK
Find concentration with uplifting  

lemon, as bold rosemary and  
vibrant amyris prepare your mind  

to focus. £17.75/€21.25

CEDAR LEMON LAVENDER
Intriguing perfume of warm, masculine cedar 
and reassuring lavender, awakened by the 

freshness of lemon. £11/€13.25

EUCALYPTUS
Derived from the leaves of eucalyptus globulus, 

known for its green, herbal qualities. This 
bold oil creates a bracing, cleansing fragrance. 

£13.25/€16

GINGER ORANGE
A vivid, tantalising tango of energising ginger 

and orange with playful mint and spicy 
cinnamon to naturally stimulate your senses. 

£11/€13.25

LEMON EUCALYPTUS BERGAMOT
So clean it sparkles: fresh, herbal eucalyptus 
blended with revitalising lemon, a splash of 
uplifting bergamot and a sprig of clean mint. 

£11/€13.25

BLISS
Delight in the beauty of restorative  
geranium, amyris and ylang ylang as  
grounding olibanum brings harmony  

and peace. £40/€48

VANILLA CINNAMON CLOVE
Settle into the welcoming warmth  

of vanilla perfumed by aromatic cinnamon and 
spicy clove in this nurturing natural scent.  

£11/€13.25

KICK
An acutely energizing blend of lemon, lime and 
confidence-building ginger, with cinnamon bark 

for added warmth. £20/€24

ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS
CREATED IN PARTNERSHIP WITH EXPERT CULTIVATORS AND FRAGRANCE DESIGNERS, OUR 
ESSENTIAL OIL BLENDS ARE HANDCRAFTED INTO COMPLEX, AROMATIC FORMULAS THAT 

CONNECT BODY, MIND AND SOUL. 15 ML EACH
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 ScenTrend 2015 – These fragrances contain Coconut Milk, Scentsy’s 2015 ScenTrend fragrance note.  

Visit scentrend.com to learn more.

NEW RELEASES
A SWEET BITE OF TOASTED MARSHMALLOWS ON A CLEAR, STARRY NIGHT. ICY-COLD SNOW PLAYFULLY 

SHAKEN FROM AN EVERGREEN BRANCH. AN AFTERNOON NAP ON A WELL-WORN VELVET SOFA. 
DISCOVER 15 NEW SCENT MEMORIES TO BE MADE, CHERISHED AND SHARED.

APPLE S'MORES 
Harvest apples, cinnamon glaze and a drop of 
coconut milk lend a tantalizing twist to classic 
toasted marshmallow, vanilla crème and warm 

cedarwood.
bar

RUM RAISIN COOKIE
Freshly baked cookie dough sumptuously 

spiced with rum, raisin and clove will transport 
you to the corner bakery.

bar

HIGHWAY RUN
Toss the map and go where the wind takes you 
as crisp, adventurous notes of eucalyptus bud, 
cedar, amber and vetiver grass lead the way.

bar

JUNIPER BERRY
This luscious blend of black raspberry, lemon 

peel and bergamot with a hint of earthy balsam 
is clean and crisp, like the first taste of autumn.

bar

TAHITIAN BLACK ORCHID 
A seductive tapestry of black orchid, dark 

plum, coconut milk and white rose weaves a 
mysterious tale full of sweet surprises.

bar

SUGARED CHERRY
Savour the changing seasons as frosted cherry 
and Concord grape are sweetened by a pop of 
pomegranate, vanilla sugar and candied apple.

bar | car bar

CASHMERE PEAR
Slip into sensual white amber, Madagascar 

vanilla, silky pear and warm red ginger, a blend  
as smooth and luxurious as  

fine-spun cashmere.
bar

FROSTED WHITE BIRCH
A cool breeze of peppermint frost, eucalyptus 

and lavender gently warms to blonde woods, fir 
needle and amber.

bar

BERGAMOT BAY
Classic bergamot is captured beautifully in this 

outdoorsy, eye-opening scent, accented by 
crisp notes of juniper berry, bay leaf and white 

sandalwood.
bar

BLUEBERRY RUSH
A sweet surge of ripe blueberry leads a 

luscious bouquet of lively cranberry, black 
currant and pomegranate.

bar | car bar

DUCHESS
Opulent and daring, this bold blend of green 

mandarin, golden birch, chic vetiver and sweet, 
creamy caramel is a diva in the making.

bar

AUTUMN SUNRISE
A warm blend of tart pomegranate, raspberry, 

nutmeg and spiced cinnamon stick pairs 
perfectly with chilly autumn mornings.

bar

WOODLAND SUEDE
Retreat to a tranquil, wooded wonderland 
redolent with red oak, smoky cedar, suede 

musk and bright winter lemon.
bar

DAVENPORT
The warmth of cardamom, amber and vanilla 
complemented by artemisia and sandalwood 

create a comforting, cosy fragrance.
bar

ODE TO OPULENCE 
Lavish your senses with the sweet, evocative 
aroma of apricot, blood orange, coconut milk, 

black currant and spiced vanilla.
bar
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SUNKISSED CITRUS
Lively blend of oranges, lemons,  

limes and grapefruit.
bar | car bar

JUST BREATHE
Breathe deeply as soothing eucalyptus, zesty 

lemon and a medley of mints comfort  
and rejuvenate.

bar

CLEAN BREEZE
White florals with a touch of spring;  

this is the scent of fresh,  
clean laundry.

bar | pak | car bar

COCONUT LEMONGRASS
Creamy, tropical coconut and  

sunny, bright lemongrass.
bar | pak | car bar

BY THE SEA
The scent of ocean air wafting  
through dewy, seaside grass.

bar

LUNA
White florals — jasmine, sweet pea

and freesia — juicy berries and
sandalwood shimmer like moonlight.

bar | pak | car bar

SWEET PEA & VANILLA
Ambiance of raspberries  

and sweet pea petals with vanilla.
bar | pak

WHITE TEA & CACTUS
A clean, crisp and refreshing  
floral mix with green notes.

bar | pak

JUMPIN’ JELLY BEAN
Crisp pear and apple, zesty lemon and sugar 

evoke sweet childhood memories.
bar

WHITE JASMINE & VETIVER
Exotic, dreamy white jasmine and sweet lilac 

enfold a heart of woody vetiver.
bar

COCONUT COTTON 
Sun-warmed cotton, creamy  

coconut milk, bright citrus and  
white sandalwood transport you  
to a cabana on a tropical beach.

bar | car bar

PIMA COTTON
A light, clean blend of lilies, freesia and jasmine.

bar | pak

SIMPLY BLACK CHERRY
A little sweet, a little tart — the perfect bite of 

black cherry.
bar

BLACK RASPBERRY VANILLA
Delicious, sun-sweetened dark  
berries warmed with vanilla.

bar | pak | car bar

HONEYMOON HIDEAWAY
Escape to a secluded retreat of

dew-kissed lily and tart-sweet kiwi,
shaded by lush coconut palm.

bar | pak

NEWBORN NURSERY
Fresh, clean and powdery, this dreamy scent 
evokes memories of cradling your little ones.

bar | pak

WELCOME HOME
Warm and welcoming with  

cinnamon and spices.
bar

MEDITERRANEAN SPA
Relax with this smooth, fresh and breezy scent.

bar

SATIN SHEETS
Sensual and earthy sandalwood,

perfectly paired with rich,
warm vanilla.

bar | pak

FRENCH LAVENDER
Pure, herbal fragrance of wild  

lavender from the hills of France.
bar | pak

 BAR = Scentsy Bar PAK = Scent Pak CAR BAR = Scentsy Car Bar

CLASSICS
IT’S THE FIRST BITE OF LUSH RASPBERRIES WARMED WITH VANILLA. THE SALTY BREEZE THAT TANGLES 
YOUR HAIR. THE COMFORTING SCENT OF APPLES AND SPICES. IT’S COMING HOME. IF FRAGRANCE IS A 

MEMORY, THESE CLASSICS ARE THE PRECIOUS EMOTIONS THAT FULFIL IT.
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CINNAMON BEAR
Crisp, spicy cinnamon,

reminiscent of Red Hots candy
with a touch of cloves.

bar

ORANGE AMBER
An alluring blend of bitter orange
and clementine, exotic wild ginger,
cosy cardamom and sultry amber.

bar

FESTIVE SPICE
A fragrance rich with winter spices and dark 
woods, lightened with a fresh twist of citrus.

bar

FROSTED GINGER COOKIE
Chewy brown sugar cookie spiked with 

warming ginger and fragrant vanilla.
bar

AUTUMN SUNSET
Apples, pumpkins, autumn leaves
and spices — a top 10 fragrance.

bar | pak

SPICED BERRIES
Frankincense and myrrh waft beneath decadent 

berries to create a timeless scent.
bar | pak

CIDER MILL
Brings together fresh apples, crushed pumpkin 
and simmering spices for a cosy autumn treat.

bar

CINNAMON VANILLA
Inviting blend of vanilla beans, 
cinnamon, coconut and cassia.

bar

CEDAR CIDER
An autumn medley of the reddest  
apples, cinnamon sticks and vanilla  
beans nestled among fragrant white  

cedar branches.
bar

BOHO
A bohemian fragrance of clove-studded winter 

apples entwined with juicy black plums, candied 
mulberries and cinnamon sticks.

bar

POMEGRANATE PEAR
Sweet nashi pear garnished

with violet petals, pomegranate
seeds and curls of orange zest.

bar

BLACK RUBY
Juicy plum, black cherry and sparkling 

persimmon, with untamed vanilla and hibiscus 
— a luminous, deep fragrance.

bar

MANDARIN MOON
Spirited cinnamon and glowing

ginger illuminated by sweet
orange and star anise.

bar

HONEY PEAR CIDER 
The scent of pure autumn bliss —
fresh, juicy pear and sweet honey

together with subtle hints of spices.
bar | pak

CLOVE & CINNAMON
Classic scent of cinnamon sticks

fused with cloves.
bar

 BAR = Scentsy Bar PAK = Scent Pak CAR BAR = Scentsy Car Bar

AUTUMN & WINTER
AS A NEW SEASON REVEALS ITSELF, CHOOSE COMFORT IN WARM, RICH AROMAS: CLOVE-STUDDED 
CITRUS, EARTHY PUMPKIN, FRESHLY HEWN CEDAR AND SPICE. THEN REAWAKEN YOUR SENSES WITH 

BRACING MINT AND GLISTENING SNOW. 
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CORNER CAFÉ
DECADENTLY WHIPPED VANILLA FROSTING. A GENEROUS DUSTING OF CINNAMON-SUGAR. A SLOW SIP 

OF RICH ESPRESSO. CORNER CAFÉ FRAGRANCES ARE PURE DELIGHTS THAT ARE LOVINGLY BAKED OR 
BREWED AND READY TO BE SHARED.
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CHRISTMAS COTTAGE
A cosy, inviting blend of

Valencia oranges, raspberries,
cloves and spices.

bar

SNOWBERRY
A luscious blend of loganberry,

strawberry, peppermint
and zesty cinnamon.

bar

ESKIMO KISS
Blackberry jam, caramelised brown
sugar, vanilla and amber in a softly

romantic scent.
bar

SNO-LEIL
A merry mélange of sparkling citrus, iced nashi 

pear and decadent marshmallow mousse.
bar

VERY MERRY CRANBERRY
Lush, red winter berries pop against
a backdrop of snow-covered cedar,
creating a lovely winter landscape.

bar | pak

SILVER BELLS
Mint candy canes dance over warm

and welcoming winter pear,
all enveloped in a velvety blanket

of caramel and vanilla sugar.
bar

ICE HOTEL
Surround yourself with crystalline ice  

and pure white snow as you breathe in a  
cool, magical fragrance of blue mint, arctic  

pine and winter citrus.
bar | pak

COZY FIRESIDE
Warm spice notes with zesty ginger

and cinnamon.
bar

PEPPERMINT DREAMS
A warm rush of chocolate cupcake

cooled by a blast of fresh mint.
bar

WINTER PINE
Frolic in a forest of evergreens

as fir needles fall among aromatic
white cedar and musk,

with a wintry whisper of citrus.
bar

 BAR = Scentsy Bar PAK = Scent Pak CAR BAR = Scentsy Car Bar

HOLIDAY
EVOKE THE AUTUMN HARVEST TABLE, FILLED WITH COMFORTING FOOD AND SURROUNDED IN LOVE. 
CONJURE WARMTH AND LAUGHTER BY THE FIREPLACE AS SLEIGH BELLS RING. CAPTURE THE MELODY  

OF THIS JOYOUS SEASON AND PLAY IT ALL YEAR LONG.

LYCHEE SORBET
Icy citrus zest and tart red berry  

juice blended with delicate,  
sweet white lychee.

bar

VANILLA BEAN BUTTERCREAM
Decadent buttercream frosting made

with the freshest butter whipped with cane 
sugar and vanilla extract. So creamy and sweet 

you will have to lick the spoon!
bar | pak | car bar

BERRIES JUBILEE
Juicy, ripe summer berries

in a billowy cloud of whipped  
cream laced with vanilla.

bar

CHERRY VANILLA
A delightful swirl of candied cherry and sugared 

almonds folded into velvety white chocolate 
ice cream.

bar

BLUEBERRY CHEESECAKE
Thick, rich NY cheesecake with a light graham 

cracker crust and delicious blueberries.
bar
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ROMANCE
A DROP OF WHITE MUSK LIGHTLY PRESSED BEHIND YOUR EAR. DELICATE, DRIED PETALS KEPT FROM THE 
FIRST BOUQUET. A TIMEWORN CEDAR HOPE CHEST. FROM THE FIRST TIMID KISS TO FOREVER LOVE, TRUE 

BEAUTY DOESN’T EXIST WITHOUT THE WISTFUL MEMORY OF FRAGRANCE.
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SCENTSY MAN
INTRIGUING WOODS, TEMPTING SANDALWOOD, TENDER SUEDE. WHETHER YOUR PERFECT GUY IS 
RUSTIC, REFINED OR SOMEWHERE IN BETWEEN, CAPTURE THAT FIRST HINT OF ATTRACTION WITH 

MODERN, MASCULINE FRAGRANCE.

PEONY PETALS
Peony and rose petals dance on a soft breeze.

bar

FOREVER YOURS
Sweet, creamy lemon and enchanting jasmine: a 

rhapsody of devotion.
bar

A WINK & A SMILE
The flirty, girly, fresh scent of tulips and 
daffodils in full bloom, rounded out with 

plummy lemonade.
bar

COCONUT FLOWER
Graceful tropical blossoms meet luscious 

pineapple and the subtle scent of coconut milk 
in a feminine, floral fragrance.

bar

FLIRTATIOUS
Fruity and vibrant, a combination of green apple, 

grapefruit and white amber.
bar

SHIMMER
Get your girly-girl on!

Sweet cherries, velvety apricots and  
sensual white musk crowned with a tiara  

of shimmering spun sugar.
bar | pak

SUNNY & SHARE
A sunny shore washed clean by a spring 

shower — soft sea air, golden citrus and dewy 
driftwood scattered with white beach daisies.

bar

LOVE STORY
Innocent pink jasmine and sensual amber 

embraced by luscious dark chocolate.
bar

SUGAR
Fruity blend of lemon drops and cotton candy.

bar | pak

LOVE YOU BERRY MUCH
A fragrance to crush on: bursting  
red berries, dreamy white peach  
and tart cranberry finished with a  

splash of vanilla.
bar | pak

BUSINESS CASUAL
A fusion of exotic cardamom,

intriguing caraway, lively pepper
and fragrant woods with a powdery

wisp of orange blossom.
bar

SUIT & TIE
Crisp apple and vibrant citrus mixed with 

spirited spices and daring woods — polished, 
but never stuffy.

bar

SHAKA
Classically cool: rich sandalwood
infused with a splash of bergamot

and lime.
bar

BONFIRE BEACH
Toasted marshmallow smouldering over white 
flint and sandalwood harmonise with salty sea 

air and ocean spray.
bar | car bar

VANILLA SUEDE
Classic vanilla with rich amber and  

hints of sandalwood and spice — a subtly 
masculine fragrance.

bar

 BAR = Scentsy Bar PAK = Scent Pak CAR BAR = Scentsy Car Bar
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Fitzgerald
Deluxe Warmer

LAUNDRY
BE MEDITATIVE. THE GENTLE WHIRL OF THE DRYER, A TOUCH OF SOFTNESS AND BLISSFUL, LINGERING 

FRAGRANCE. EXCLUSIVE, HIGH-EFFICIENCY FORMULAS CLEAN, CONDITION AND SCENT CLOTHES FOR A 

REMARKABLE SENSORY EXPERIENCE THAT EXTENDS FAR BEYOND YOUR LAUNDRY ROOM.

NEW LAUNDRY LIQUID
High-efficiency and  

ultra-concentrated, our laundry 
detergent leaves your clothes, towels 

and linens remarkably clean and 
infused with the perfect amount of 

Scentsy fragrance. 
591 mL (50 medium loads), 

£17.75/€21.25

WASHER WHIFFS
It’s pure indulgence: fragrance for your 

clothes! Add a scoop of Washer Whiffs 
to your washer drum and enhance your 
clothing with Scentsy fragrance. For best 

results, use with Laundry Liquid. 
453 g, £13.25/€16

 *Cannot be purchased using Half-Price Host Rewards or Perpetual Party Rewards.

Use your  half-price  host rewards  to save even more  on a Scentsy  System!

19

COMBINE & SAVE
GET THE MOST OUT OF COMBINE & SAVE OPTIONS. HOST A PARTY AND USE YOUR HOST REWARDS 

(SEE PAGES 20-21 ON THE REIMAGINE SCENTSY SIDE OF THE CATALOGUE) TO SAVE EVEN MORE! 

Perfect Scentsy*
6 Scentsy Bars of your choice, plus: 

Element —  2 Element Warmers   
£78/€93  (£11/€13.50 savings)

Deluxe —  2 Deluxe Warmers   
£88/€107  (£11/€13.50 savings)

Combined —  1 Premium Warmer + 1 Deluxe Warmer   
£94/€113  (£11/€13.50 savings)

Premium —  2 Premium Warmers   
£100/€119  (£11/€13.50 savings)

Gallery - 2 Gallery Warmers + 2 Gallery Frames   
  £100/€119 (£11/€13.50 savings)
Silhouette —  2 Silhouette Warmers + 2 Silhouette Wraps 

£110/€133  (£11/€13.50 savings)

Scentsy System
Combine a warmer with 3 Scentsy Bars  
of your choice and save £1/€1.
Element — £43.50/€52.25
Deluxe — £48.50/€59.25
Premium — £54.50/€65.25
Gallery — £54.50/€65.25
Silhouette — £59.50/€72.25

3 Scentsy Bars — £15.50/€19.25 
(£1/€1 savings)

3 Scentsy Car Bars — £18.50/€23 
(£1/€1 savings)

3 Scent Paks — £22.25/€26.75 
(£1/€1 savings)

3 Washer Whiffs — £38.75/€47  
(£1/€1 savings)

3 Laundry Liquids — £52.25/€62.75 
(£1/€1 savings)

6 Scentsy Bars — £27.50/€33.75
Buy 5 Scentsy Bars, get 1 FREE
(£5.50/€6.75 savings)

6 Scentsy Car Bars — £32.50/€40
Buy 5 Scentsy Car Bars, get 1 FREE
 (£6.50/€8 savings)

6 Scent Paks — £38.75/€46.25
Buy 5 Scent Paks, get 1 FREE
(£7.75/€9.25 savings)

Aspen Grove
Premium Warmer

Rock Balance
Premium Warmer
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“Last year I was faced with a very big personal challenge in my life, and I threw 
myself into Scentsy as a distraction. Scentsy saved me, my life and has given me 
more than I could ever give back. I love sharing and helping support others and enjoy 
being the light that can help others see.”  
— Kelly G., Scentsy Consultant

“On 1 October, Scentsy came to Dublin. Nearly four years later, Scentsy has given 
me so much more than an income. I’ve reconnected with old friends and met many 
new ones just by sharing my love of fragrance. My house always smells great and I 
get to work when I want. I can’t imagine my life without Scentsy now and I’m so  
glad I took that chance.” 
— Lesley-Ann D., Scentsy Consultant

AUTHENTIC SCENTSY
THIS IS WHAT WE’RE ALL ABOUT. SCENTSY CONSULTANTS ARE REAL. THEY WORK HARD TO TAKE CARE 
OF THEIR FAMILIES AND PURSUE THEIR GOALS. THEY SEE BEAUTY IN THE WORLD AND WANT TO HELP IT 

SHINE. AND THEY SUPPORT AND ENCOURAGE EACH OTHER.
 

EVERY SCENTSY CONSULTANT HAS AN INSPIRING STORY TO TELL.  
EXPLORE OUR FAN PAGES TO LEARN MORE.
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"In October 2012, I started as a Consultant with Scentsy. I wanted to give joy 

to people with the awesome products, and, as a single mom, socialise again. In 

November 2014, thanks to my awesome team and my customers, I advanced 

to Director. Through Scentsy, I also have very many nice people around me. 

Scentsy is a part of me, which I am very proud of. What is my fascination with 

Scentsy? The endless selection of scents with which you can emphasise your 

completely individual mood!"

Tiffany W., Director

DISCOVER SCENTSY SPIRIT
Most Scentsy Consultants join because

they love our products. This is why they stay:

It’s about SO MUCH MORE
than beautiful fragrance or monthly commissions.

 Discover UPLIFTING FRIENDSHIPS
that last all your life. 

Discover ADVENTURE 

in places you never thought you’d travel. 

Discover a NEW OPPORTUNITY 
to share your authenticity and passion.

 Discover SCENTSY SPIRIT. 23


